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2: Fallen Church

3: Lost
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5: Ascension
6: Unholy Combat

7: Fratricide
8: Cosmophobia

9: Maestus
10: Traveller

11: Hope for Deliverance
--------------------
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This game is pretty fun. Even thought theres only one map, and the core gameplay is pretty simple, I've come to have a lot of
fun with it. 5/5 tbh. would be nice if this had a full set of features other than benching the video how about adding some tools or
utilites to speed up the PC what you pay for in this really should have more in the app

another product that you really dont need bad for me im stuck with it

find a free version. It does not drop your frames! YOU ALSO GET AUDIO TRACKS! I LOVE IT
. I understand Early Access and completely support indie developers. Especially TD games, which is a genre I've loved since the
Starcraft\/Warcraft custom maps days. However, I can't support this trash.

- Game launched as Project77 executable. It has No Menu, No Text description for anything.

- After completing the first stage 3 times. It will not let me advance to the second stage. Either this is a bug or the game only has
the first stage completed at the moment.

- The "Build your tower anywhere" is a false advertisement, I've played enough TD games to know I've been lied to in this
regards. Towers snaps to certain location, and objects (trees\/rocks) block other locations that the developers don't want you to
build towers on. So, NO, you cannot build towers anywhere.

- This isn't even Early Access, its like Very Early Pre-Alpha Access.
. So, I started up the game expecting to play it for 10 or so minutes right before I showered, here I am writing a review for it
with 70 minutes on record and I haven't even had a shower yet. Really addicting, really fun game it's a steal for $1 and it has a
badge as well as achievements.

However, there were two problems I had while playing the game.

When ever I try to use my xbox controller I just spin in circle and I can't really control my self this is the only game it has
happened with. This was fixed just a couple hours after I wrote this review

after a while one of the powerups just stopped working and I had to restart for it to work again. (the orange one) fixed

I made a video here if you want to watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhgs9-knguQ
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Should use the monster energy supercross gameplay. The movements are very mechanical, without fluidity and the physics is a
crap.
They should make updates to fix this urgently!!!

If these problems are fixed, the game has potential.. Steam keeps deleting the program idk why, not recommended. I can play
this game all day, everyday.

At first it might seem hard to play, but really, you just need a lot of practice maneuvering, strategizing and what not and it will
be tons of fun to play.

*I nominated this game for the "5 more minutes award..". I doubt it would win, but this game definitely was the reason why I
had eye bags all the time.*. Just a Cleric is a side-scroller with some RPG elements, such as levelling up, buying new equipment,
and upgrading your gear with gold and resources. It's pretty good, though at times I found it a little frustrating. I think it's
difficult at times, but I'm old now and my reflexes aren't what they once were, so maybe it's just me. I haven't been able to
finish it yet.

The thing that makes this game stand out, and the reason I'm writing this review, is the music. There are 41 different songs in
the game. The music is played with actual instruments by in-game group The Booger Myers Band, and almost every track has
vocals, which is something that I normally don't like in a video game but which quickly grew on me. The "In Town" song, for
example, goes "town, in town, you're in town" in a slightly droning voice. Your inventory is accompanied by the "Subscreen"
song. "You're in the subscreen" you will be told, over and over. "Buy The Stuff!" plays in the town shop.

I will admit, at first I was a little put off. I guess it was sort of amusing, but once I got to the first boss and heard "Giant
Cricket", I knew I was experiencing something special. It's one of the few games that I'm glad I got the soundtrack to.

Another stand out is "Surfin Cleric", which I will sometimes play on a loop when I'm doing something else. I don't even get sick
of it until I've heard it 5 or 6 times. I particularly enjoyed the part of the game where you hear it the first time.

The only thing that gets to me is when I'm dying over and over and I have to listen to the first few seconds of "You Died!",
because you can't skip it straight away. There's also some voice acting in the introduction that I wish I could skip, but those are
the only things that I don't really like.

So Just a Cleric. It's a pretty good game with an above average soundtrack. You should probably buy it. I mean, if you want

edit: I forgot to mention that Del_Duio, the developer, has written several guides and seems to be active on the related message
boards, listening to feedback. So that's commendable!. There's not much to this, strait forward and simple and Very Addicting. I
play it a lot more then I thought I would and well worth the cost, no doubt about it... the best nancy drew game ever. it has a lot
of bess in it. So for starters, I did a video review and you can watch it here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/tFoppkN8RXc

Now for the written review, I'd have to say that as of now, I can't recommend this game as it stands but since you will be
updating the game and since I have seen what you are capable of making on your YouTube channel, I will give a thumbs up
recommendation.

Pros:
-Beautiful graphics
-Nice main menu music
-Soothing dissolve sound for the items melting

Cons:
-The "You Passed" sound could be something less "dingy?"
-Main menu and level select menu have low fps compared to actual gameplay even when on the lowest settings.
-The physics aren't consistent. This gets really irritating around level 17 and up.
-The right bomb doesn't seem to give any real push on level 22.

Level 22 is the furthest I've gotten so far so I can't review passed that.
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Overall, I would give this a solid 7\/10 gameplay-wise. I think this is worth it with the upcoming updates considering this is only
$1($0.59 for sale).. Before, my PC was running really fast, thinking this'd help, it acually broke it even more, deleted my driver
data, i hate it, avoid at all costs.. avoid this game... really i don't mind rng based games but in this game its done the worst
possible way. You have very little control how you move blocks - only rotate left and right. also you can't see what is next. tetris
in 3d is good idea but this game is either unfinished, poorly made or dev just forgot abt it.
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